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A SEMI-AUTOMATIC SIDE LOADING SOLUTION TO MEET YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS:

Technical characteristics
- Controlled product collation
- Upper case flaps held open by a funnel during controlled case loading
- Cases automatically discharged onto a free roller table

Machine concept
- Rotating guides support the case at the loading funnel
- Compact footprint
- Machine adaptable to a fully automatic solution

Safety
- Instant emergency stop
- Operations controlled during all phases of the cycle
- Low air pressure circuit and detection at the loading station in order to guarantee maximum safety conditions for the operator
- Product and case size ranges available on request
- Option: motorised case tilting (E732 model)
Gebo Cermex works in partnership with Sidel as part of The Sidel Group. Together, we are a leading provider of equipment and services for packaging liquid, food, home and personal care products in PET, can, glass and other materials.

With over 37,000 machines installed in more than 190 countries, we have nearly 170 years of proven experience, with a strong focus on advanced systems, line engineering and innovation. Our 5,000+ employees worldwide are passionate about providing complete solutions that fulfil customer needs and boost the performance of their lines, products and businesses.

Delivering this level of performance requires that we continuously understand our customers’ challenges and commit to meeting their unique goals. We do this through dialogue, and by understanding the needs of their markets, production and value chains. We complement this by applying our strong technical knowledge and smart data analytics to support maximum lifetime productivity to its full potential.

We call it Performance through Understanding.